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The Essential Component of Effective
Programs: KINDNESS
Ruth Aspy, Ph.D., Brenda Myles, Ph.D.,
and Barry G. Grossman, Ph.D.

"Three things in human life are
important. The first is to be
kind. The second is to be kind.
And the third is to be kind." Henry James

“What I regret most in my life are
failures of kindness” – George Saunders

“It is time to have a national conversation
about kindness” Jeffrey D. Dunn CEO Sesame Workshop (2016)

Kindness defined
 kindness (ˈkaɪndnɪs)

 86% of teachers worry the world is an unkind

place for children.
 70% of parents say that the world is unkind to

their kids.
 73% of parents and 78% of teachers believe that
being kind is more important than academic
achievement.


/kindness.sesamestreet.org/view-the-results/

N
a kind, considerate, or helpful act
the free dictionary
 kindness

NOUN
1[mass noun] The quality of being friendly, generous, and
considerate.
the Oxford dictionary

2016
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considerate /kənˈsɪdərət/
 thinking about the rights and

Kindness

feelings of other people: showing
kindness toward other people

“An evidence-based practice, according to me!”

-Brenda Smith Myles

"You don't look like you
have Asperger syndrome"

Random Acts of Kindness

 I hear this sentence a lot. It's a death knell for

understanding…the part where a friend… learns
I have Asperger syndrome and makes the decision
that they know more about the condition than the
people who diagnosed me.
 It shows a complete lack of knowledge
about the entire disorder.

Jake Tucker July 27, 2016 VICE

Fantastic Actors

Hiding

 There's one advantage that most of us have. To

 I’m used to hiding. I’m used to putting on my

have Asperger's is to be a fantastic actor. Those
with the syndrome will have different
personalities they adopt for different situations.
After enough practice, none of us ever "looks like
they have Asperger's".
 Sadly, while this might help us make friends, it
rarely scratches the itch for companionship,
which can lead to more serious risks.
Jake Tucker July 27, 2016 VICE

“I’m perfectly functional, thank you very much”
face and performing my “I’m normal” act while
attempting to outsmart the world. I am so sick of
it that even the most hyperlexic Aspie couldn’t
find enough words to describe how old this has
gotten.

Rachel Cohen-Rottenberg, Asperger Journeys, May 4, 2009
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Distance - People just won’t tell you

Suicide Rirsk

 It's incredibly distressing to watch your friends,

 Depending on what study you look at, between 7

family and colleagues all distance themselves
from you over social rules you've broken or
slights that everyone but you has noticed
– slowly starting to feel less and less welcome
in places but not being able to ask what's wrong,
because people just won't tell you. Because
you can't read social cues, you'll often get a gut
feeling there's a problem you're not equipped to
detect.

to 15 percent of people who have been admitted
to hospital for attempted suicide also have a
diagnosis for autism. This is much higher than the
1 percent rate of autism diagnosis across the
country would suggest.

Jake Tucker July 27, 2016 VICE

Risks

Jake Tucker July 27, 2016 VICE

Too normal

 It'd be nice if, rather than playing it for laughs,

pop culture depictions of Asperger's could
focus on the other side of things: the increased
risk of mental health problems, the crippling
self-worth issues and even the thorny subject of
the increased suicide risks.

 Autistics…shouldn’t have to have lots of friends

to be seen as ‘normal’ nor be seen as ‘too normal
to be autistic’ just because they can sustain
friendships or relationships in adulthood.

Emma Goodall, Friendship 3-25-2016

Jake Tucker July 27, 2016 VICE

Principles of kindness
 Autism is a different way of being in, interpreting

and responding to the world around, it does not
mean we cannot or do not want friends. What it
does mean is that we prefer to be around people
who accept and like us FOR who we are, not in
spite of who we are.

 Use the golden rule +
 Do unto others what they need
 Assume that the individual is doing her best
 Assume that the behavior makes sense even if you

don’t understand it
 Understand the “refusal” is probably “can’t in the

moment”

Emma Goodall, Friendship 3-25-2016
Aspy & Myles, 2016; Endow, 2016
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The Golden Rule +
Do unto others what they need.

Assume the behavior makes sense
When it comes to autistic individuals, try to
refrain from assigning motive and meaning to
behavior based on what the behavior would mean
were you engaged in it. Instead, assume that
even though you may not understand it, the
behavior makes sense to the autistic individual
in the context of his experience of the world.
Endow

Myles

Assume I am doing the
best I can in the moment
The truth is many times our neurology does not
allow us to access the needed information or skill
in the moment. I know this is very frustrating for
you. It is very frustrating for me too. The most
expedient way past this frustration for me
happens when others show kindness and assume
I am doing the best I can in the moment,
regardless of the conventionally assigned meaning
to the behavior I am displaying.

Doing the best we can
 The most important thing to consider, both for

pop culture and for the purposes of befriending
one of us strange and mythical Asperger's
sufferers, is that we're all different people, and
we're all doing the best we can to just get
on with things.

Jake Tucker July 27, 2016 VICE
Endow

Understand the “refusal” is
probably “can’t in the moment”
 “He won’t”
 “She refuses”
 “Work Refusal”
 “He’s oppositional”
 “She chooses to…”
 “He’s just lazy”

Niceties
Which reminds me of my biggest learning curve
around social niceties – and all I am going to say on
this is; if you want to teach anyone a skill that ensures
people will respond more positively to them in the
immediate future, teach them that “other people like it
when you smile at them” and model natural joyful
smiles that occur when we anticipate our favourite
Emma Goodall, Please 1-13-2016
things.
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A warm smile
"You cannot do a kindness too soon, for
you never know how soon it will be too
late." -Ralph Waldo Emerson

"A warm smile is the universal language of
kindness." -William Arthur Ward

Systematic Acts of Kindness

Sensory needs – 96% have sensory
issues

Address Sensory and
Regulation Needs

Regulation challenges

Mazurek, M. O., Kanne, S. M., & Wodka, E. L. (2013). Physical aggression in children and adolescents with autism spectrum disorders.
Research in Autism Spectrum Disorders, 7(3), 455-465.
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Sensory and regulation Interventions
must be built into the daily schedule
Comprehensive Autism
Planning System (CAPS)
(Henry & Myles, 2013)

Benefits of using special interests
Provide Reinforcement
Academics

Communication

Social

• High motivation and increased focus
• Higher quality of work

• Focused conversation
• Advanced vocabulary
More appropriate body language
• More willing to interact
• More able to discern social cues and develop
social strategies

Winter-Messiers et al., 2007

Benefits of using special interests

Reinforcement
 Brain activity associated with

Emotional

• Lower anxiety and more relaxed
• Fewer meltdowns

Sensory

• Improved sensory processing
• Higher tolerance of sensory violations

Executive Function

• Improved focus and memory
• Better planning and organization skills

TD

social reinforcement

ASD
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Reinforcement Stinginess Disorder
(RSD) – Adult Onset
■ a lack of spontaneous seeking to

encourage the achievements of others
(e.g., by a lack of giving, or delivering a
reinforcer following a goal behavior)
■ delay in, or total lack of, the
development of compassion for those
who are reinforced by non-traditional
reinforcers or who achieve skills at a
rate different from their typically
developing peers

Reinforcement Stinginess Disorder
(RSD) – Adult Onset

Reinforcement Stinginess Disorder
(RSD) – Adult Onset
(A) Qualitative impairment in
reinforcement delivery behaviors, as
manifested by at least two of the
following:
■ marked impairment in the use of praise
and positive feedback in response to
demonstrations of new skills
■ failure to reinforce behaviors that were
prompted or modeled

Reinforcement Stinginess Disorder
(RSD) – Adult Onset
■ in individuals with adequate speech,

marked impairment in the ability to
distinguish “fair” from “equal”
■ stereotyped and repetitive use of
ineffective strategies such as delivering
punishment in order to change
behaviors related to a neurological
disorder
■ lack of varied, spontaneous approaches
to maintaining meaningful reinforcers
for all learners

Reinforcement: Kind reminders

(B) Onset post 21 years of age

■ Involve students/clients in the process

(C) The disturbance is not better
accounted for by lack of common
sense or the belief that you can
“punish the ASD” out of someone.

■ Start with high rate of reinforcement for

of selecting reinforcers
new skills

■ Use variable rate of reinforcement for

maintenance

■ Reinforce practice
■ Reinforce prompted behavior
■ Reserve some reinforcers to maintain

their effectiveness
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Predictability
Address Need for Predictability

 The more predictable, the easier the interaction
 Routines and regularly occurring events
 Circle time
 Martial arts lesson
 Math cooperative group

Predictability
 The learner with ASD must know answers to questions, such as:
 What is the schedule?
 What am I expected to do?
 How much am I expected to do?
 What will other people be doing?
 How will I know when I am finished?
 What will I do next?
 What should I do if I don’t know what to do?

Predictability
 One of the best ways to provide clear explanations is to

make:
 The unfamiliar

Familiar

 The unpredictable

Predictable

 Unclear expectations

Clear

 Can I tell when I become overwhelmed, anxious, or upset?
 What should I do if I become overwhelmed, anxious, or upset?

Bolded items from Project TEACCH

Predictability: Tools
 Priming
 Video modeling

Predictability: Priming

 Social narratives
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Predictability: Video Modeling

Rule Cards

Predictability:
Social narratives

Conversation Starter Cards

Proper Greeting Behaviors for an Adolescent in a
New Situation With Peers
1. Make eye contact.

Things to Talk About
1. Yesterday’s snowstorm.

2. Say, “Hey, great to meet.”

2. The joke about the horse that dad told. Remember each
person should only hear the joke one time

3. Say, “What are we supposed to be doing?

3. The baseball game on television tonight.

Loomis, 2010

Scripts

Situational Fact Cards
Marty’s Script

• Hi (peer’s name). How are you?
• Did you see (television show) last night?
• What did you think was funny.
• I liked it when everybody fell into the swimming pool.

Dinner at Restaurant
• Who will be there: Aunt Donna, Uncle John, Mark, Missy, dad, mom,
you
• What will you have to do beyond general ordering and eating: (a) hug
aunt and uncle hello and goodbye; (b) talk with Mark and Missy about
their interests: hockey and American Idol; (c) it is appropriate for you
to talk with Mark and Missy while the adults are talking with each
other
• After we leave the restaurant, you can de-stress with a favorite video
game
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Descriptive Stories

Descriptive Stories

The Power Card Strategy

Components of the strategy
• A short scenario describing how the hero solves a problem similar
to the one experienced by the child (reader)
• The Power Card that recaps the strategy

 A visual aid that

incorporates student
interests to teach
appropriate behavior in
social situations,
routines, interactions,
behavior expectations …

Gagnon & Myles, 2016

Sam

The purpose of the hero
•

• Grade 10 adolescent

The hero
… serves as a motivator
o
… is nonthreatening
o
… has a “relationship” with the individual (reader)

• Highly intelligent student who hopes to enter Harvard one

o

day
• Served in the mainstream with resource room support
• Had few organizational strategies
• Would not accept any help in organization
• Special interest: Harvard

60!
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Remove Obstacles
Ability

Demands

Balance ability and demands
Understand what the individual knows
Know how he learns
Understand how she can show competence

Demands and Ability

Easy
Challenging/Emerging
(independent skills(possible with
with or without
assistance)
modification and
Zone of Proximal
structural supports)
Development

Too demanding

Demands

Ability

Aspy & Grossman, 2013

Demands and Ability

Sk

ts

Too Demanding

Aspy & Grossman, 2013

ills

Su
pp
or

Level of Demand

Demands

Ability
Demands

Ability

Demands
Skills to
Teach

For a group activity
Aspy & Grossman, 2013

Aspy & Grossman, 2013
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Develop a relationship
Relationships

 Find common interests
 Find something you appreciate about the individual
 Like the individual
 Enjoy each other’s company
 Let the individual know that
 You are happy to be with them
 You value them
 You know that they have something to contribute

Develop a relationship
 Interpret social situations
 Teach social skills
 Listen/emphasize
 Aid in emotional readiness

Why teach what should be
automatically learned?

In a study conducted by Dr. Sonja Lyubomirsky,
psychology professor at University of California,
Riverside, students were assigned to do five random
acts of kindness per week for a period of six weeks. At
the end of the study, the students' levels of happiness
had increased by 41.66 percent. Being kind had a
profoundly positive effect on happiness.

Implicit learning
 Learning without trying to do so
 “Just picking it up”
 “Automatically getting it”
 “I don’t know how I learned it – I just did”

Stay with me – I have a point"

Schipul & Just, 2016 "
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Implicit Learning
Social Interaction

Implicit learning
Language

 Typically relies on the the different parts of the

brain working together
 This is known as integration

Schipul & Just, 2016!

Implicit Learning
 Individuals with ASD have less and different

integration across brain regions

If you wish to know the mind of a person
listen to their words. If you want to know
their heart watch their actions. Lisa Prosen

Schipul & Just, 2016!

Intervention Ziggurat
Skills to Teach
Task Demands
Structure and
Visual/Tactile Supports
Reinforcement
Sensory Differences and Biological Needs
© Ruth Aspy, Ph.D., Barry G. Grossman, Ph.D.
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Characteristics
■ Social
■ Communication
■ Repetitive Patterns

■
■
■
■
■

Associated Features
Sensory
Motor
Cognitive
Emotional Vulnerability
Medical and Biological
Factors

Interventions
Skills to Teach

The Ziggurat Model
■ Sensory and

Task Demands

Biological Needs

Structure and Visual
/Tactile Supports

■ Reinforcement
■ Structure and Visual/

Reinforcement

Tactile Supports

■ Task Demands

Sensory Differences and
Biological Needs

■ Skills to Teach
ASA
Literary
Award
Winner

Contact Information
Ruth Aspy, Ph.D.
aspy@texasautism.com
214-227-7741

Barry G. Grossman, Ph.D.
grossman@texasautism.com
214-227-7741

Brenda Smith Myles, Ph.D.
www.ocali.org

www.texasautism.com
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